
Outcome To order in size and in events. 

Starter : Spot the pattern. Look at the different patterns on Zog. Can you explain what 

the pattern is each time? Can you draw the next two Zogs that would come next in each 

pattern on your iwb/paper?  

Teach: Remind children we can order things by size or value. Order the dragons by size. 

Write the numbers in the correct order. For the final question the children may say 8. 

(10, 9, 8). Challenge them to see if it can be anything else. Accept anything from eight to 

zero. Tell chn even though 8 comes next in the pattern it didn’t specify what number 

comes after nine. Show chn a couple more examples of ordering numbers that aren’t in 

direct sequence. How do the chn know these are in the correct order? Look at the value 

of then tens and the ones. Tell chn we can order things by what happens in a story. If 

you haven’t yet read the story of Zog. It talks about what happens in each year group 

that he is at school. Today the children will be ordering Zog first by size and then be 

ordering the events of the story.  

Extension: Have a play of this game ordering 0-100. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/chinese-dragon-ordering 

Activity 1) 

Order Zog by size. Cut 

and stick out the images 

of Zog in the correct 

order. Extension: Can you 

draw the Zog that would 

have come before and 

after? Think about the 

size.   

Activity 2)  

Having read the story of 

Zog think of the skills he 

learnt in each year group. 

Cut out which skill he did 

first, what problem 

happened and what 

medical help he received.  

 

Challenge) Can you order 

what you have learnt in 

each term at Stillness 

infants? You may wish to 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/chinese-dragon-ordering


start from Reception or 

just focus on the year 

you are in now. 

Outcome: To be able to solve simple addition puzzles 

Starter: Zog is always trying to receive a gold star at school. Look at how many 

stars Zog has. How many would he have if he got x amount of more stars? Use 

the tens frames to help you.  

Teach: Show children pictures of dragons and how much they are worth. Children 

to add up the value of the dragons to find the correct answer.  

 

Activity 2) Add up the 

value of each dragon to 

find the total.  

 

Challenge: Add up the 

dragons to find the totals 

in the square. 

Outcome: To be able to solve addition and subtraction  

Starter: Solve the subtraction stories of the dragons. First count how many 

dragons there are to begin with. X amount flew away, how many dragons are left? 

Use the tens frames to help you.  

Teach: Remind child how to solve addition and subtraction. (Year 2 chn will also 

come across multiplication and division). Children can use fingers, dienes or other 

resources they have access to. Encourage children to try and work out the sums 

mentally in their head.  

Activity 1. 

Solve the calculations to 

find which colour each 

square needs to be. Can 

you figure out what the 

picture is? 

Activity 2 

How many dragons can 

you spy in the picture? 

Work out the number 

sentences.    

Outcome: To create a dragon from 2D shapes 

Starter: Fill in the 100 sq what numbers are missing?  

Teach: listen to the song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beTDz9HSNOM Show 

some 2d shapes on the board and ask the children what they are. Can they tell 

Activity) 

Cut out the 2d shapes 

and arrange to make a 

dragon. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beTDz9HSNOM


you the number of sides and corners? Show picture of the dragon using 2D 

shapes. Do they recognise any 2D shapes in the picture?  

 

 

 

Extension: Create your own 

mythical beast out of 2d 

shapes.  

 

Challenge: 2d shape sudoku  

  

 

Outcome: Create your own dragon maze 

Teach: For your final lesson there are a couple of fun dragon mazes for you to 

have a go at. You may wish to challenge yourself and count in 2’s to 200. Have a 

go at designing your own dragon maze and send to a friend to complete.  

 

Activity 1) 

Complete the dragon maze 

counting in 1s or 2s. 

Activity 2) Figure out a 

way to get through the 

maze. Can you create one 

of your own?  

Activity 3) Dragon 

mystery 


